Appendix A

DCP Figures and Maps book

This book includes both 'in DCP' Figures as well as maps that form part of the DCP Map book.

Where post exhibition amendment is proposed to a figure or map it is circled in red.

For each map being amended by the DCP amendment a 'map set' is provided, including:

Map A – the current map under Sydney DCP 2012;

Map B – the publicly exhibited map under the draft DCP amendment, which is in some cases is the 'Final' map being proposed following the public exhibition of the Draft DCP amendment;

Map C – the map showing where changes are recommended following public exhibition of the draft DCP amendment. Where a Map C is included it is the ‘Final’ map being proposed under the draft DCP amendment.
FIGURE 1.2 - CONTRIBUTIONS PLANS WITHIN THE CITY OF SYDNEY LGA
FIGURE 5.39 - GREEN SQUARE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
Proposed open space map

Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites
- Required open space
- Detention (open space)
- Liveable Green Network (linear park)
- Proposed streets

MAP 3B (Exhibited)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Proposed Open Space
PROPOSED OPEN SPACE MAP

LEGEND

- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites
- Required open space
- Detention (open space)
- Liveable Green Network (linear park)
- Proposed streets

MAP 3C (Final)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Proposed Open Space
Active frontages map

Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites
- Active frontages
- Proposed streets

MAP 4B (Exhibited)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Active Frontages

Southern Employment Lands
Footpath awnings and colonnades map

Legend:
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites
- Awnings over entries
- Colonnades
- Continuous awning
Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Site where stormwater detention is integrated with and/or dedicated open space
- Major drainage lines (position indicative only)
- Proposed streets
- Proposed lane
- Land excluded from this DCP

MAP 6A (Current)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Stormwater Management
Stormwater management map

Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites
- Site where stormwater detention is integrated with and/or dedicated open space
- Major drainage lines (position indicative only)
- Proposed streets

Southern Employment Lands

MAP 6B (Exhibited)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Stormwater Management
Pedestrian priority map

Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- New vehicle access restricted
- New vehicle access not preferred
- Land excluded from this DCP

MAP 8A (Current)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Pedestrian Priority
Late night trading areas map

Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites
- City Living Areas
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- Local Centre Areas

MAP 9B (Final)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Late Night Trading Areas
Height in storeys map
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- Land excluded from this DCP

MAP 10A (Current)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Height in Storeys
Height in storeys map
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MAP 10B (Exhibited)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Height in Storeys

Southern Employment Lands
Building street frontage height in storeys map
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- Land excluded from the DCP

MAP 11A (Current)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Street Frontage Height

Southern Employment Lands
Sydney
Development
Control Plan 2012

Building setback and alignment map

Legend
- Employment Lands Strategy boundary
- Affected sites

Employment Lands Setbacks and Alignments
- 1.4m Footpath widening
- 2.4m Footpath widening
- 4m Footpath widening
- 6.4m Footpath widening
- 5m Landscape setback
- Liveable Green Network var. width
- Liveable Green Network 10m

MAP 12C (Final)
Draft Employment Lands DCP Amendment
Building Setback and Alignment

Southern Employment Lands